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Campaign to Protect Rural England
CPRE fights for a better future
for England’s unique, essential
and precious countryside. From
giving parish councils expert
advice on planning issues to
influencing national and
European policies, we work to
protect and enhance the
countryside.
We believe a beautiful,
thriving countryside is
important for everyone, no
matter where they live.
Nationally, we don’t own land
or represent any special
interests. Our members are
united in their love for
England’s landscapes and rural
communities, and stand up for
the countryside, so it can
continue to sustain, enchant
and inspire future generations.
We’ll be stronger by being
inclusive – CPRE is for
everyone. Nationally, we don’t
own land or represent any
special interests. This
differentiates us from
organisations like the National
Trust and the Countryside
Alliance.
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Chair’s Desk
In my last Report I mentioned
fracking and that CPRE has
established a Task and Finish Group
(TFG) to produce a Policy Guidance
Note (PGN). Since then of course a lot
has happened and fracking has hit the
national headlines with events in
Balcombe, Sussex. However, when
the TFG met again at the end of
August, it was strongly considered
that we should not alter the position
we took last time and so should not
oppose fracking in principle. That
decision is based on current
information and I think it is right
that, if this is found to be incorrect,
we have the ability to review our
decision.
That does put us on a different
course from some other
environmental charities. Whatever
the ultimate outcome may be, I do
believe that the course being
followed by CPRE is both the correct
and the responsible one. I hope a PGN
will be available shortly.
Bob Mullen has written a useful
article which appears in this
NEwsletter that helps to describe
fracking and related procedures. As a
result, I do not propose to say more
about this here.
There are three issues which
we need to start thinking about.
Decisions may not be required
immediately but these things do have
a habit of creeping up and then
requiring an urgent decision.
The first involves the Forward
Plan. We have agreed to update this
annually. However, rather than write
a new one annually, we agreed to
have two supplementary documents
4

and produce a completely new
Forward Plan every third year. This is
the second year so a supplementary
document will be required in the new
year. But we need to start thinking
very soon as to what it should
contain. Perhaps if people have any
suggestions for including in the new
supplementary document they could
let Gillan Gibson know (contact
details p2).
Secondly, we have mentioned
“the Role of the Region”. This has
perhaps become more important to
consider since the abolition of
Regional Strategies. But I think that
the Regions of CPRE still do have an
important role to play.
The North West have
considered this and drawn up a short
list of 10 points they consider
relevant. These are:
1. To share both current Branch
activity and imminent challenges
each Branch faces;
2. To resolve any possible conflicting
approaches;
3. To ensure there is a positive open
dialogue between the Branches
and the CPRE National Office staff
and the national Board of
Trustees and the National Policy
Committee;
4. To bring to the attention of the
three Branches any relevant
activity regarding national CPRE
campaigns and policies;
5. To influence National CPRE policy
formulation;
6. To set an annual budget and
monitor spending throughout the
year;
7. To commission work or part fund

work with Branches to protect the
countryside throughout the North
West region. Spread messages
about ‘smart growth’ and
environmental capacity issues;
8. To apply for grant funding in
order to carry out specific
projects or finance work streams
which cross Branch boundaries
and/or are sub-regional or
regional in scale;
9. To promote regional workshops
which debate NW focussed high
profile issues concerning the
environment and the protection
of the countryside across the
region; and
10. To explore opportunities for joint
working with other environmental
non governmental organisations.
Not all of these may be appropriate
for us in the North East but I think
this is a good starting point to
consider. However, there is perhaps
one other point we may like to
consider:
11.To consider and respond to
planning applications that are of
Regional significance.
I think a good starting point to
consider if an application is of
regional significance is to see
whether the application is to the
local planning authority or to the
National Infrastructure Unit for
determination by the Secretary of

State. Consequently, the anticipated
application for the wind farm at The
Isles would have fallen within this
category until it was announced that
it will now be an application to the
local planning authority. If there is an
application for a wind farm of up to
100 turbines at Kielder Forest, which
is now in the news again, this would
fall into this category. Again, should a
zinc mine become a reality on the
Northumberland/Durham/ Cumbria
border, this again may be a matter
for the Region rather than the
Branches.
I am extremely anxious not to
usurp the powers of the Branches but
there may be merit in looking at this
type of issue regionally. It is perhaps
something we need at least to start
considering at our next Regional
meeting, Tuesday 8th October 2013.
Thirdly, and possibly most
importantly, we need to consider Nic
Best’s contract. Obviously, it has only
started in May and does not expire
until next May so why panic now.
Well, I hope I am not panicking, but
as mentioned these things do creep
up. I think we need to be carefully
monitoring so that we can start to
work in the new year on renewing
this if, as I anticipate, we do decide
to do this – and of course if Nic is
willing.
Richard Cowen, Chair,
CPRE North East

We are grateful to NFU Mutual for
generously supporting this newsletter
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A charter to save our countryside
www.saveourcountryside.org.uk
Following the passing of the Growth
and Infrastructure Act 2013 and the
anniversary of the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF), CPRE has
launched a major initiative to
promote support for the basic
principles of planning which have
been undermined by these two
documents. The focus of a new Save
Our Countryside campaign is our
three part Charter, which reasserts
the need for the planning system to
deliver high quality affordable
housing by prioritising brownfield
sites and giving local people a real
say in decisions.
We are inviting members of the
public and high profile individuals to
show their support for the
countryside by signing up to our
Charter at
www.saveourcountryside.org.uk. We
believe that creating a groundswell of
support for the Charter will
encourage decision-makers at a local
and national level to rethink recent
changes to the planning system.
These changes have made ‘economic
viability’ the focus of planning,
weakening local democracy and
putting Green Belts and open
countryside under huge pressure from
development.
We believe that by following
the principles of our Charter, we can
achieve the affordable housing we
need without sacrificing our
countryside. So far, 11,000 people
agree with us – including former head
of the National Trust Dame Fiona
Reynolds and leading architects Lord
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Rogers and Sir Terry Farrell, as well
as MPs from all three main parties.
We want this strength of feeling to
ensure our Charter aims are
enshrined in party manifestos for the
2015 General Election and any
subsequent coalition agreements.
Charter demand 1:
DON’T SACRIFICE OUR COUNTRYSIDE
‘Our open spaces are being destroyed
unnecessarily. Previously developed
brownfield land should be re-used
first.’
Local authorities and planning
inspectors are now increasingly
allowing large scale greenfield
development when enough suitable
brownfield land is available for over
1.5 million new homes according to
the most recent (2009) Government
figures. Since we launched the
Charter in July, research collated by
CPRE branches and National Office
has shown that local plans across
England propose over 500,000 new
dwellings on greenfield sites, with
another 150,000 planned on Green
Belt land.
There are a number of ways in
which we will be working towards the
Charter’s aim of a return to
brownfield first. We will be lobbying
for the NPPF to be reinforced by new
Government planning guidance which
prioritises brownfield regeneration –
the online guidance launched in July
fails to do this. Strong guidance is
essential to give local authorities the
confidence to reject planning
applications which don’t follow the
sequential approach. Local Enterprise

Partnerships (LEPs) must be
specifically guided to
prioritise the regeneration
of brownfield sites that are
primarily suitable for
business or commercial use
in line with democratically
agreed planning policies.
We also need
investment and incentives to
encourage developers. The
Community Infrastructure
Levy (CIL) should be used to
prioritise the redevelopment
of brownfield sites and new
measures, such as Tax Increment
Financing, used to cover the upfront
costs of regenerating brownfield
sites.
Charter demand 2:
A FAIR SAY FOR LOCAL
COMMUNITIES ‘Local people are
increasingly unable to stop the
destruction of their countryside. We
want a democratic planning system
that gives local people a stronger
voice.’
We are calling for an urgent
clarification of planning guidance:
Ministers say that the NPPF’s twin
goals are to protect our countryside
and to encourage sustainable
development. The evidence shows,
however, that the NPPF is currently
being interpreted primarily as a
means to promote more development
regardless of the environmental
consequences. Government must
address this disconnect urgently by
providing new planning guidance.
We must see locally-elected
councils retaining full planning
powers by repealing the ill-advised
and bureaucratic powers in the
Growth and Infrastructure Act 2013

which allow developers to bypass
councils on certain planning
decisions. Democratically-elected
councils must be given adequate
advice and support to make planning
decisions on behalf of local people,
while LEPs must not be allowed to
assume planning powers.
Our Charter campaign for
democratic planning will seek to end
the right of appeal against refusal of
‘departure’ applications, and create
a limited community right of appeal
against their approval. We also need
far better public access to key
planning documents, both online and
in hard copy in libraries and council
offices, with reasonable price limits
for hard copies of key documents.
Charter demand 3:
MORE HOUSING – IN THE RIGHT
PLACES ‘The country needs
affordable homes. They must be
sensitively located, with excellent
environmental standards and high
quality design.’
CPRE’s Charter campaign is
calling for a return to a ‘plan,
monitor and manage’ approach to
providing the affordable homes we
need in the right locations. Before
7

local authorities consider any new
housing developments, they must
ensure they are making best use of
existing stock and previously
developed land. Local plans should
seek to promote the most efficient
and sustainable use of land through
the use of phasing policies, and must
also include well justified
assumptions on future ‘windfall’
development.
Rather than simply setting a
general target for housing, local plans
need to set targets for a range of
types, tenures and sizes that reflect
local needs. National policy should
also allow local plans to include
separate targets for market and
affordable housing, and the delivery
of affordable housing should be
prioritised at the local level. Local
authorities should also have the
powers to refuse developments that
don’t respect and enhance local
character, or don’t meet the highest
environmental and design standards.
Influencing politicians
As part of our lobbying in support of
our Charter, we are pursuing two
policy focused roundtable meetings one is on the reuse of brownfield land
which Shaun Spiers has discussed with
Communities Secretary Eric Pickles at
the start of the year, the second is on
8

housing land supply which we hope
to arrange with Nick Boles after his
commitment to engaging with
CPRE given at our AGM.
These roundtable meetings
will be an opportunity for our local
volunteers who are involved in
planning at the local level to
engage with Ministers and civil
servants. They will also
demonstrate that CPRE is keen to
work with Government to develop
the solutions to the current problems
with the planning reforms in order to
fulfil the three Charter aims. The
meetings will assess the current
barriers to developing brownfield
sites and building affordable housing
in sustainable locations, while
identifying new and existing tools to
enable landowners, developers, local
authorities and communities to
remove them.
Local pressure is also vitally
important. The role of CPRE’s
branches and district groups,
together with our parish council
members, is crucial to achieving the
aims of the Charter by engaging the
support of like-minded local people,
organisations, MPs and councillors. Its
success will depend upon local case
studies to illustrate the damaging
impact of the planning reforms and
demonstrate the public desire for
change.
Please add your name to CPRE’s
Charter at www.cpre.org.uk/charter
and encourage your friends, family
and campaign networks to do the
same. If you know of any local case
studies on the charter themes,
particularly suitable brownfield sites
and good affordable housing
developments, please send them to
charter@cpre.org.uk

The scales of justice
Sitting in on a planning appeal
recently I found myself witnessing a
familiar and depressing scene. To one
side sat the developers with no less
than six consultants seeking to
overturn the council’s decision to
refuse a planning application, on the
other side sat a single council officer
defending the reasons for refusal.
The consultants had produced
in evidence a plethora of documents,
photographs, bundles and folders, the
council officer had one slim file in
front of him. I would say the weight
of documents was an accurate guide
to the financial resources which the
two sides were able to command and
was clearly to the advantage of the
developers.
It would be good to say that we
all stand equal before the law, but
the disgraceful fact is that in planning
law the scales of justice are
overwhelmingly biased in favour of
the developer.
If a planning application is
refused the developer has several
ways of getting round this. He may
submit a further application which is
different enough to be considered
‘new’, and the differences do not
have to be massive. If permission is
still refused he can go to appeal and
have the decision tested by an
independent inspector, with
consultants and perhaps a barrister to
argue his case. If the appeal fails, he
can then go to a judicial review
where a panel of judges will evaluate
the appeal decision and might
overturn it.
On the other hand, if a
planning permission is granted, there

is no recourse at all for objectors
other than a judicial review which to
ordinary members of the public is
prohibitively expensive.
As if the above were not
enough, the government has
introduced new planning rules
designed to tip the balance still
further in favour of developers. At
the same time council budgets have
been slashed making it difficult for
councils to make resources available
to defend their councillors’ decisions
when planning permissions are
refused.
None of the above is good news
as far as defending the Green Belt
and preserving our countryside
heritage is concerned. Nevertheless
there may be some reasons for hope.
First, the public is at last waking up
to the situation and beginning to put
hard questions to their MPs.
Secondly, many local action
groups are springing up to oppose
destructive planning applications, in
their own time and at their own
expense. These groups can be very
effective, and CPRE is committed to
helping such groups, particularly at
the start-up stage, when advice on
fighting harmful planning applications
is most needed.
The scales of justice may be
skewed, but weight of public opinion
can help restore the balance. CPRE
has always been aware of the need to
bring public opinion to bear in the
defence our countryside, it appears
that this task is now more urgent
than ever.
Les Ashworth, CPRE Northumberland
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Unconventional gas
exploration
and production
A CPRE Task and Finish Group is
presently preparing a Planning
Guidance on fracking. This article
does not comment on the drawbacks
or risks of fracking planning
applications, it is presented as a
background document on the various
‘unconventional’ processes of
extracting natural gas from trapped
underground sources and is intended
to partially supplement the eventual
Guidance.
There is already a Planning
Practice Guidance that has been
issued by the Department of
Communities and Local Government.
The CPRE guidance will refer to this.
However, it should be noted that
there are numerous phases of
fracking, starting with “exploration”,
through to “production” and finishing
with “restoration”. At present CPRE
is looking primarily at the exploration
phase and it is accepted that the
guidance is likely to need constant
review as new issues come to light.
The term ‘unconventional’
extraction is used in contrast to
‘conventional’ extraction which
depends on the free flow of gas or
petroleum products to the surface
once a reservoir is tapped by the
drilling process.
Natural gas is a fossil fuel that
is produced through the
decomposition and heating of organic
matter over many hundreds of
thousands of years, producing
hydrocarbon gas and oil. With the
10

A typical fracking
exploration well
on a site above an
aquifer.
(N.B. not all fracking
sites will be drilling
through an underground
aquifer). The water/gas
mixture is returned to
the surface through the
well tubing as a sludge.
Separation takes place
on the surface.

Fracking
Coal bed methane
Underground coal gasification

relatively easy-to-exploit gas
reservoirs now drying up, the industry
has been developing new techniques
in extracting molecular gas trapped
inside various rock formations. The
UK has potentially vast reserves of
unconventional gas trapped inside
shale rock and coal seams.
based on present information, even
for exploration, over the next five
years.
There are presently three
‘unconventional’ methods of
extracting trapped gas – Fracking to
produce shale gas, Coal Bed Methane
extraction (CBM) and Underground
Coal Gasification (UGC). All methods
involve drilling both exploration wells
and production wells to release the
trapped gas.

Areas with the likelihood of future
‘unconventional’ gas recovery

The above map does show
potential reserves in our Region
(particularly the west) but at present
there is no indication as to whether
they will prove to be commercially
viable. We are not yet aware of any
interest in our Region. As such, we
are not expecting any application,

Fracking
Short for hydraulic fracturing. This is
a process of fracturing deep shale
rocks to release the trapped gas. In
the exploration phase a deep well is
drilled between several hundred
metres to perhaps 1 – 2 km depth.
Horizontal drilling is driven into the
shale rock in a number of different
directions. Fresh water is then
pumped at high pressure into the well
to fracture the rock allowing the gas
to flow back to the surface. Sand and
various chemicals are included in the
water to hold the fractures open and
ensure a continuous flow of gas.

If the gas flow is determined to
be viable a number of other wells are
drilled (usually about 1 km apart) and
then fractured. The drilling rig is
eventually replaced by a quantity of
production units on the surface which
will continue to pump water and
chemicals to recover the gas. A
production site could involve clusters
of 4 – 10 wells. Each well would
require approximately 0.5 – 1
hectares. It is anticipated a
production site may operate for 20 –
25 years with a refracking
requirement every 4 – 5 years.
Shale gas wells require a
regular supply of fresh clean water,
estimated by some sources at several
million litres per day, and large
quantities of chemicals. The impact of
transporting such quantities over
roads converging on the drill site over
the period of exploration and then
potentially many years of production
would be considerable. This impact
would require consideration at the
original planning application stage.
A large percentage of the injected
water is returned to the surface as a
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Unconventional gas exploration... (cont.)
heavily polluted sludge, requiring
temporary on-site storage and
eventual disposal. Delivery of the
fresh water, disposal of the sludge
and transporting the recovered gas
would require either a considerable
pipeline network or a heavy usage of
road vehicles.
Because of the impact of
fracking a number of countries have
banned the process or at least
introduced a moratorium pending
further research. These include
France, Denmark, Germany, Bulgaria,
Romania, Czech Republic and the
Netherlands. However, fracking is
now a big business in Australia and
the USA.
Coal Bed Methane (CBM)
Methane has been a hazard in coal
mining throughout its history. With
new drilling technologies it is possible
to exploit this gas from abandoned or
unused coal strata. Apart from free
methane in the mines, which has
usually already dissipated, there is a

considerable amount of molecular gas
retained within the deeper coal seams
(usually down to 1.5 – 2 km), being
trapped within the coal seams and
under the considerable pressure from
water and rock at those depths.
The horizontal drilling/fracking
process would also be used to release
this pressure by shattering the coal
within the seam. As a result, the gas
escapes from the coal seam and then
flows, or is pumped, to the surface
for use in industry, power generation
and even domestic use. Because of
the initial high pressure at the coal
seam level it is likely there would be
a certain amount of free flow to the
surface, but eventually requiring a
degree of continuously pumped water
as in the fracking process.
Exploration and production of
CBM would require the same surface
infrastructure as the above mentioned
fracking process, with similar
environmental and amenity impacts
on the area. It is possible the

Underground Coal
Gasification
production site. A
mixture of water/ air/
or oxygen is injected
into one well, the coal
is ignited and the
resultant gases are
extracted at the
second well.
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A typical
onshore coal
gasification
processing
plant

recovered CBM gas could be used at
the recovery site to supply co-sited
power stations if appropriate, or be
injected into the existing national gas
grid.
Both fracking and CBM would
involve venting or flaring of the gas at
the exploration stage to check for a
viable flow and quantity. In the
production phase venting and flaring
would occur when required in certain
operational and emergency
circumstances. CPRE intend to
encourage the industry into examining
the use of “green caps” to replace
flare and venting stacks in order to
reduce emissions into the
atmosphere.
Underground Coal Gasification (UGC)
This process depends on igniting the
coal seams. Two wells are drilled into
the coal seam. A water/air or water/
oxygen mixture is injected into one
well and a controlled combustion
action (i.e. an underground fire) is
started in the seam itself.
The produced gases are
extracted through a second well and
separated in a facility at the surface.
The final product (known as Syngas)
can produce a beneficial amount of

different products such as methane,
hydrogen and liquid fuels. Even with
modern technology and techniques
this is still regarded as a risky and an
environmental unfriendly process,
producing a considerable amount of
unusable CO2 and other direct-to air
pollutants.
A local company in Newcastle is
investigating the recovery of Syngas
from underneath the North Sea off
Northumberland. The gas would be
processed at onshore locations.
CPRE
The CPRE Planning Guidance on
fracking will cover all the substantial
aspects a Branch or Group would need
to consider if an inappropriate
‘unconventional’ gas recovery site is
proposed at a location near to you.
Further addendums would be made to
this Planning Guidance as and when
the industry escalates up to the
production phase.
Also, if Coal Bed Methane
extraction or Underground Coal
Gasification is eventually pursued in
this country the guidance will be
revisited and updated accordingly.
Bob Mullen
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Onshore wind power –
The present position
Much has happened in respect of
onshore wind power during the past
12 months and people may well ask
just what the present position is
nationally. This article does not seek
to comment on the merits or
otherwise of onshore wind farms but
to comment on recent developments.
Nor does it deal with offshore wind,
be it for sites that are clearly visible
from land, such as Tees Offshore, or
wind farms well out to sea but which
may well have a significant impact
where the electricity comes ashore,
such as Dogger Bank.
Earlier this year, over 100 MPs
(mainly, but not exclusively,
Conservative MPs) wrote to the Prime
Minister expressing their concern
about the effect of wind turbines on
the landscape. Subsequently, a very
wind sceptic MP, John Hayes, was
appointed as Energy Minister. He is
reported as saying that we had
enough of wind turbines and he was
then moved to be a Prime Minister
aide. There were rumours of a giant
rift between him and the Secretary of
State for Energy and Climate Change
(DECC), Ed Davey, and staff at the
relevant Department, DECC.
Meanwhile, a large wind farm was
approved in the constituency
adjoining Mr Hayes’s.
Since then, in June we heard
that communities were to be given a
veto in respect of wind farms that
may affect them. Then on 6th June
Eric Pickles made a Ministerial
Statement that certainly did not go
this far but did say communities must
14

be given a greater voice. He also said
planners must take greater account of
the potential impact on landscape,
heritage assets, cumulative effect,
etc. All this stems from claims that
planners, including the Planning
Inspectorate (PINS), were riding
roughshod over the views of
communities. Simultaneously,
however, greater incentives were
offered to communities agreeing to
host wind power, up to 5 times the
existing limits. Some said the
announcements were the death knell
of future wind farms, others that
people would be clamouring for them.
Many claim the incentives to be little
more than bribes.
At the National Opposition to
Windfarms (NOW) Conference in
Cheshire at the beginning of July, two
senior MPs were saying this Statement
marked the end of unwanted wind
farms and a leading barrister said he
found the Statement unprecedented.
However, he also noted that there
remains a presumption in favour of
renewable energy (including of course
wind energy) but felt that this was
the first time one could be optimistic
that unwanted wind energy would not
be foisted on communities.
Meanwhile, Ed Davey was commenting
that communities, because of the
incentives, would be more willing to
accept them.
Whether or not communities
are influenced by the “incentives”,
planners, including from Durham
County Council, were questioning
what change the Statement made,

saying that they already took the
various issues into account. Then
came an appeal decision where the
Inspector virtually said the same and
allowed the appeal, contrary of
course to the wishes of the
community.
The Statement has now been
superseded by the Planning Practice
Guidance for renewable and low
carbon energy issued by Dept for
Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) in July 2013 (when of course
MPs were in recess). This also covers
other forms of renewable energy (not
dealt with in the Ministerial
Statement) but our greatest interest
is no doubt in wind energy (large
ground solar arrays are unlikely at our
latitude anyway). While this DCLG
Guidance does repeat many of the
issues mentioned in the Ministerial
Statement, it appears to have had the
cold hand of DECC influence it.
However, importantly, it does say
“the need for renewable or low
carbon energy does not automatically
override environmental protections”.
Many critics have feared that decision
makers, and particularly Inspectors
when determining appeals, had let
the “need for renewable energy” be
virtually the overriding factor, even in
cases where significant harm was
accepted by them. The views of
affected communities were simply
ridden roughshod over.
Bearing in mind the comments
already made by one Inspector, I have
written on behalf of CPRE Durham in
respect of one appeal recently lodged
for a single turbine in the west of the
County and in the Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB). I have
suggested that the position must have
changed and Parliament would not
have taken the action it has just for

the Planning Inspectorate (PINS) to
say there is “No Change”. Surely PINS
must take account of the fact that
senior figures are saying communities
have been ridden roughshod over and
that this Guidance does at least
change the emphasis.
Since then the Prime Minister
has stated there is little room for
more onshore wind farms in the UK.
Almost immediately afterwards, we
saw press reports about a proposal for
100 turbines in Kielder Forest. This
may not be anything new – the
revoked Regional Strategy specified
Kielder as a strategic site for a wind
farm provided Ministry of Defence
issues can be overcome. But the
timing was incredible.
Further at the beginning of
September, there was an article in
The Journal specifying how a number
of older wind farms (particularly at
Tow Law) were now significantly less
efficient that when they were
constructed, something a number of
critics of wind power have been
mentioning for some time. The article
states that the Tow Law wind farm
rarely produces more than 25% of its
installed capacity. But up to now at
least, this sort of evidence has been
excluded from Public Inquiries, or if
admitted, treated as being a
challenge to Government Policy and
so discounted. And even this type of
evidence does not cover the question
of how much “back up” is required
from other sources, particularly fossil
fuels. This has been stated by E.On to
be 90% of installed capacity of wind
power (see their 2005 Wind Report).
Meanwhile the issue about
noise has raged on. The Institute of
Acoustics has produced a Good
Practice Guide regarding the
application of ETSU 97. ETSU is the
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Onshore wind power... (cont.)
Guidance that the Government has
stated is relevant for determining noise
issues with regard to wind farms. Some
claim this GPG weakens the Guidelines,
making it easier for wind farms to be
situated near to residential properties.
One thing the Good Practice Guide
does not address is Amplitude
Modulation, the “blade swish” noise
from wind turbines. It says “The
evidence in relation to “Excess” or
“Other” Amplitude Modulation (AM) is
still developing. At the time of writing,
current practice is not to assign a
planning condition to deal with AM”.
Meanwhile, acousticians like
Mike Stigwood have been studying
problems caused to residents by
existing wind farms, particularly from
Amplitude Modulation. He has now
prepared a report to say that, far from
being rare as claimed by the industry,
AM emanates from all wind farms and
single turbines. Many sites are now
causing problems and the subject of
complaints which our government in
particular is underplaying. However,
there are not complaints in respect of
all sites because the noise may fall on
uninhabited areas. He was not invited
to join the recent review by the
Institute of Acoustics and has been
criticised by “established” firms.
Nevertheless, it now appears other
acousticians worldwide are supporting
his views.
Readers may be aware of the
Den Brook case where a condition, as a
result of Mike’s stalwart efforts, was
included to protect residents from AM.
Although that condition was approved
by the Court of Appeal, the second
highest court in the country, it has
been repeatedly criticised in
subsequent wind farm applications (and
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of course not included in the Institute
of Acoustics Good Practice Guide). Den
Brook is the case that is behind the AM
condition in the Moor House,
Darlington, and Lamb’s Hill, Stockton,
permissions and the efforts by the
developer to remove it. The Den Brook
developers also tried to remove the
condition (albeit replacing it with an
allegedly inferior alternative
condition). Now, however, the Den
Brook application has been withdrawn,
apparently on the basis that they have
decided that the condition is after all
workable (but they are also rapidly
approaching the time when the
permission lapses). AM it appears is
back on the table.
Some councils have imposed
minimum distances between wind
farms and houses. This has been the
subject of a High Court case involving
Milton Keynes. Although the Council
lost on a technicality, it was held that
they were entitled in law to specify a
minimum distance provided this was
done in a “positive” way (ie wind
turbines could be approved if they
were situated outside the specified
distance as opposed to saying they
would be refused if they fell within it).
However the judge did also say that the
actual distance could be subject to
review when the Plan was examined in
public. This provision however appears
to be at odds with the comment in the
DCLG Guidance that “Local planning
authorities should not rule out
otherwise acceptable renewable energy
developments through inflexible rules
on buffer zones or separation
distances.”
All this sort of information may
be relevant following a decision by the
United Nations Economic Commission

Europe. UNECE brought into
being the Aarhus Convention
which guarantees citizens
certain rights with regard to
environmental projects. The
European Union (EU) was a
party to the negotiations and
the UK ratified them in 2004.
It was argued that the UK had
failed to comply with a
number of provisions of the
Convention, most of which
UNECE, in its draft report,
has not found substantiated.
However, it has found that the UK
does not permit public participation in
respect of the preparation of National
Renewable Energy Action Plans
(NREAPs) and as such has breached
this provision of the Convention. It has
been argued that this may bring about
the end of wind energy in Europe. The
industry, however, has said that it will
make little difference.
Finally, in a recent issue,
Birdwatch Magazine reports, following
a study in the United States, that bird
strike by turbines may be
underestimated by up to 30%. In
Germany, a recent report has claimed
that the number of bats killed may be
far in excess of that claimed but it
appears the report has been withheld.
This followed the death of an
extremely rare vagrant swift by a
turbine in the Western Isles, where
some 40 “twitchers” were watching it.
While the siting of wind farms may be
important, I suspect we do not know
what actually happens in relation to
“ordinary” birds such as Swallows.
So where are we with onshore
wind turbines? Is the DCLG Guidance
effectively the death knell for them or
will the community incentives mean
that there will be an influx of them?
Will separation distances in fact come

The Isles wind farm site

into being as per
Milton Keynes or will these be
unacceptable as suggested in the
DCLG Guidance? And will AM return to
being a relevant factor requiring a
condition to control it, or will it
disappear into the long grass, where
the Industry would so love to kick it?
Will performance become a
permissible argument or will any
evidence on these lines remain a
“challenge to government policy”?
Will full compliance with the Aarhus
Convention mean that these issues
have to be fully considered when
National Renewable Energy Action
Plans are consulted upon, or will they
make no difference as the industry
suggests. Will the recent reports on
the impact on wildlife have any
effect?
In short, is the UK, as the Prime
Minister seems to have suggested, full
so far as onshore wind farms are
concerned or is there still room for
huge applications such as at Kielder?
I am afraid I do not know the
answer to these questions. I believe at
the moment we are at a cross roads
and the next few months will be
critical in determining how this
controversial issue pans out.
Richard Cowen
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Downloadable booklets on planning

Downloadable from: www.planninghelp.org.uk/resources

www.planninghelp.org.uk
Abbreviations
AM

Amplitude Modulation

AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty

CBM

Coal Bed Methane

CIL

Community Infrastructure Levy

CPRE

Campaign to Protect Rural
England

DCLG

Department for Communities and
Local Government

DECC

Department of Energy and
Climate Change

LPA

Local planning authority

MP

Member of Parliament

NE

North East

NOW

National Opposition to Windfarms

NPPF

National Planning Policy
Framework

NREAPS

National Renewable Energy Action
Plans

PGN

Policy Guidance Note

PINS

Planning Inspectorate

EU

European Union

RSS

Regional Spatial Strategy

GPG

Good Practice Guide

TFG

Task and Finish Group

IOA

Institute of Acoustics

UCG

Underground Coal Gasification

LDF

Local Development Framework

UK

United Kingdom

LEP`

Local Enterprise Partnership

UNECE

LP

Local Plan

United Nations Economic
Commission Europe
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Opencast mining in the North East
Opencast mining has been a constant
problem for our countryside in the
exposed coalfield in the north east of
England for 60 years or more.
CPRE Durham began to
seriously challenge opencast
applications in the late 60's and in
the 70’s when the local authority,
and many local objectors, defeated
the National Coal Board quest for
mining opencast coal near Dipton in
the Derwent Valley. That was the
first of 36 public inquiries in which
CPRE has been involved and given
evidence. In the event 21 of these
applications were refused, including
10 out of 10 within the Derwent
Valley.
There is a caveat, however,
the Inspector's Report into the 10th
proposed opencast site at Bradley, in
the Durham area of the Derwent
Valley, refused the application. This
was challenged by UK Coal, the
challenge hearing taking a year to
conclude that the Inspector's report
should be quashed and a further
Inquiry should be held with a
different Inspector. We hope that a
new Inspector would come to the
same conclusion to dismiss the
Appeal as the first Inspector did.
However, in a further twist, the

Secretary of State together with
Durham County Council are now
considering challenging the High
Court decision!
It is now 6 years since UK Coal
held an exhibition outlining their
proposals to opencast mine at
Bradley and we are no further
forward. Unfortunately the people
living in Bradley and those affected
by the application are living in a
period of great uncertainty and
planning blight.
Across the valley, in the
Northumberland area, there is in the
pipeline a very large opencast site at
Whittonstall. This is likely to go to
the Planning Committee later this
year for a decision. Both CPRE
Northumberland and Durham have
been working with the Whittonstall
Action Group who are campaigning
against the application. It should be
noted that UK Coal is virtually
bankrupt but has been bailed out by
the Government.
There are 2 other sites in
Gateshead at present moving through
the planning system: Marley Hill and
Birklands Lane near Kibblesworth;
and another site at Pittington in
County Durham.
Pitch Wilson, Chair, CPRE Durham

- the countryside champions
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Durham Bird Club

Organisation
spotlight

www.durhambirdclub.org
As we all know, Durham is a diverse
county from a habitat point of view.
It ranges from coastal in the east to
moorland in the west. Rivers, lakes
and reservoirs, farmland and
woodland add to this diversity. As
such we do have quite a wide variety
of bird species here.
Many local bird watchers join
Durham Bird Club. This Club evolved
out of the Northumberland, Durham
and Newcastle Natural History Society
to become a Club in its own right in
1974. The Club’s geographical remit
covers the same area as CPRE
Durham, except for the area south of
the Tees. However, although the Club
has an interest in Hartlepool and
Stockton, the prime Club in this area
is Teesmouth Bird Club.
The Club has an active
committee which meets at roughly 6
week intervals. It has a brand new
website where recent sightings and
news items as well as a host of other
information are posted.
The Club’s
emblem is the Black
Grouse, a bird whose
numbers have declined
significantly in recent
years but still has a
stronghold in Upper
Teesdale, particularly
at Langdon Beck. Black
Grouse congregate in
the mating season in
the early morning
where males display to

the females. This display is called a
“Lek”. The Club’s magazine, which is
now published every 4 months, is
called “The Lek”. It usually has
accounts of recent unusual sightings
in the County as well as an “Archives”
account and recently I have started a
“Planning update” feature.
The Club also maintains a
record of all sightings throughout the
County. These are sent by individuals
to the County Recorder. These do not
just record rare sightings, but all
birds that people wish to send in and
give an insight into the birds that can
be found in various parts of the
County. These records are used by
the County Recorder to compile the
Annual Report. This is a significant
task which is undertaken by a number
of experienced Club members to
assist the County Recorder. They can
also be invaluable in determining
whether there are ecological issues
when determining planning
applications and are forwarded to the

Black-necked Grebe
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Electronic Records Information
Centre at the Great North Museum.
Indeed, on behalf of the Club I have
commented on a number of planning
applications from wind turbines to
housing to a caravan park. I have also
commented on various Local Plan
initiatives to Durham, Gateshead,
South Tyneside and Sunderland.
These may not be as extensive as
CPRE representations but may still be
important issues for the Councils to
consider.
The Club also carries out a
number of conservation projects. It
has assisted in The Heart of Teesdale
Project. While work has been carried
out in a number of areas of the
County, the principal site where the
Club has carried out work is at Castle
Lake in Bishop Middleham, where in
fact there is now a hide. This area
does attract a surprising number of
birds, including quite a few rare
species. This year, Black-necked
Grebe, a rare breeding species in the
UK, has bred there.
Bishop Middleham Quarry
Nature Reserve of course is where the
Bee-eaters nested in 2002, the first
time they had nested successfully in
the UK for over 50 years (and indeed

White Fronted Geese
the last time as well). This quarry is
also home to a number of butterflies
including the Northern Brown
(Durham) Argus and also one of the
few places where the Dark Red
Helleborine, an attractive orchid,
grows.
Another area where the Club
has undertaken a lot of work is at
Hurworth Burn Reservoir (cover
photo), to the east of Trimdon. Again
this attracts a large number of birds,
particularly winter flocks of ducks
and geese and including some rarities
– indeed, in recent years, Osprey has
been seen here on a regular basis.
But the Club’s most significant
achievement must be the publication
of The Birds of Durham, a huge tome
of over 1,000 pages giving details of
our habitats, pioneer bird watchers
and an account of all birds seen in
Durham up to the time of publication.
This included birds such as the
Eastern Crowned Warbler, the first
ever recorded in the UK, and the
Glaucous-winged Gull, a bird from
Alaska and North America and only
the second or third record in the UK
(and not to be confused with the
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CPRE Northumberland
AGM, July 2013

Durham Bird Club (cont.)
Glaucous Gull, a frequent if
uncommon winter visitor). It contains
a number of photographs, some quite
old, and some superb pencil
drawings.
The book was inspired by the
work of George Temperley.
Temperley was an ornithologist whose
prime was in the middle of the last
century. In 1951, he published a book
“A History of the Birds of Durham”
which was the first full account of all
the records of birds in the County up
to that time. The Club had hoped to
produce a book to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of this in 2001 but was
unsuccessful. A successful bid was
made to the Heritage Lottery Fund to
undertake this. For those involved, a
hard year of preparing field trips,

education events and preparation of
the book followed.
Field trips were arranged to
take people to the locations where a
rare bird had been seen, usually
selected on the basis that this was
the only record of a particular bird in
the County. Plaques have been
erected in these locations to record
the event. These events were open to
the public and a Trip Leader with
knowledge of the history led the
Groups.
Apart from the Lottery, the
Club did seek sponsorship to help pay
for this project. CPRE NE did in fact
sponsor one species, the Redshank, a
bird both of the Coast and the Moors.
Richard Cowen

Howard Elcock and Norman Dobson

A very relaxed looking Norman Dobson
(on the right) was obviously happy to
receive a special presentation at the
CPRE Northumberland AGM in July.
The reason – Norman was standing
down as Branch Treasurer after a
commendable 25 years in post, and
had just received a fine bottle of
whiskey and some gardening vouchers
from our Chair, Professor Howard
Elcock, to keep him going in his new
leisure time.
Norman’s service to CPRE has
been exemplary, both as Branch
Treasurer and an active volunteer,
always prepared to go out on site
visits and compose letters of
objection when needed. Norman is
also a holder of the national Marsh
Award given for distinguished service
to CPRE.

Indeed it was Norman who
arranged the AGM which included a
visit to Preston Tower just north of
Alnwick. The Tower was built from
1392 to 1399 when fighting between
Scotland and England was still
endemic, and later it gave protection
from border reivers. The Tower
(which is well worth a visit) is set in
the most beautiful gardens and
surrounding countryside.
The AGM itself was held in the
splendid White Swan pub near
Warrenford. This was a superb venue
and the food was excellent.
Chairing the meeting, Professor
Elcock gave a report of the year’s
activities, noting in particular the
increased pressure on Green Belt land
and the continued proliferation of
wind turbine applications. He also
gave a welcome to our new Secretary
Ian Warburton, replacing Eileen
McLeod who was stepping down, and
welcomed me as new Treasurer in
place of Norman.
Les Ashworth

Half a loaf, half a loaf onwards!
The progress of Newcastle and
Gateshead's One Core Strategy
The first draft of the Newcastle and
Gateshead One Core Strategy was
opened for consultation in Autumn
2011. Its preparation had taken over 3
years, during much of which time the
Liberal Democrats controlled
22

Newcastle City Council, but by the
time the Plan was published, Labour
were in charge. CPRE Northumberland
and CPRE North East submitted a
detailed joint response. We queried
the number of new houses proposed
23

Newcastle & Gateshead's One Core Strategy (cont.)
on the ground that Newcastle/
Gateshead may be double counting
housing demand with Northumberland
and Durham County Councils. We
opposed the extensive invasions of
the Newcastle and Gateshead Green
Belts. In particular, we opposed the
proposal to create a Strategic Growth
Area at Callerton Park, where it
proposed to build 6,500 houses, thus
swamping the three small villages
that exist there now. Other villages
on the edges of Newcastle and
Gateshead were threatened with
large housing developments, including
an area in Salters' Lane adjacent to
Gosforth Wildlife Park. We also
queried flooding risks in several areas
including the Ouseburn basin and the
MetroGreen area on the south bank of
the Tyne. We stressed the need to
develop as much as possible on
previously developed “brownfield”
sites and those where planning
permissions had been granted but no
development had yet taken place, for
example most of Newcastle Great
Park. However, there were other
policies we were able to welcome,
including a liberal policy towards
Travellers, a commitment to preserve
the natural environment and
proposals to improve public transport,
but we rejected the need for further
road schemes.
Over the Autumn and Winter of
2011-12, it became apparent that
large numbers of groups had been
formed to defend various parts of the
Green Belt but that they were not
communicating with one another in
any coherent way. We, therefore,
convened a meeting of these groups in
July 2012 under CPRE auspices, which
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has since developed a life of its own
as “Cities 4 People”, in which we
continue to be involved. At the first
meeting the former MP for Newcastle
Central, Jim Cousins, revealed an
attempt by Newcastle City Council to
slip through a new North West bypass
road that would connect the A69
Hexham and Carlisle Road with the A1
North. This generated many objections.
In May 2012 Newcastle City
Council produced a series of proposed
amendments to the Core Strategy.
These included a number of welcome
developments. The development of
housing in Salters' Lane adjacent to
Gosforth Nature Reserve, was
abandoned. The number of houses
proposed in the Callerton area was
cut to 3,000 and the Strategic Growth
Area proposal there was scrapped.
The bypass was first scaled down and
has now been abandoned. On the
other hand, the Councils are still
proposing significant invasions of the
Green Belt, which are arousing
continuing protests articulated
through Cities 4 People. Save Gosforth
Wildlife are concerned that the
Nature Reserve is still under threat.
The final Consultation Exercise
has just opened and I will be drafting
a CPRE response in due course. The
overall housing target has been
reduced from 36,000 to 30,000 and 70
per cent of new houses will now be
build on “brownfield” sites. However,
revisions of the Green Belt are still
being proposed and the number of
houses proposed to be built there has
only been reduced by 240. The
protection of the historic environment
policy has been given greater force. A
positive climate change policy

including energy saving has been
included – these are welcome.
The moral is that a good deal
has been achieved by a great deal of
vigorous campaigning by CPRE, Cities
4 People and many others. We have
secured half a loaf, maybe even three

quarters, but we'll not get the whole
loaf. A satisfactory outcome – or not?
Howard Elcock,
Vice-Chairman, CPRE North-East and
Acting Chairman, CPRE
Northumberland.

Stockton, Middlesbrough and Hartlepool
With the recent revocation of the
Regional Spatial Strategy for the North
East (RSS NE), local authorities now
have the opportunity to modify their
earlier forecasted housing numbers.
However, they will still have to
conform to Government dictated
household projections based on
national statistics published 9th April
2013. These projections were based on
the 2011 census returns and show a
lower growth in households compared
with the 2008 based projections,
equating to 24,900 fewer households
per year between 2011 and 2021 in
England
The report states that “In ten
years, the number of households in
England is projected to grow between
5 and 10 per cent in nearly half (46 per
cent) of all local authority districts.
However, the majority of local
authorities (281 out of 326) have a
projected decrease in average

household size from 2011 to 2021”.
This change will undoubtedly
have an impact on the housing
forecasts of the above three local
authorities. Stockton and
Middlesbrough are presently reviewing
their out of date Local Development
Frameworks (LDF) due to an inability to
provide a five year supply of new
housing. Hartlepool presented their
new LDF to a Planning Inspector in an
Examination in Public (February 2013),
but he suspended the Examination for
six months for a number of reasons,
mainly on availability of Gypsy and
Traveller sites.
For those interested in the latest
countrywide housing forecasts could I
recommend –
https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/household-interimprojections-2011-to-2021-in-england
Bob Mullen

Middlesbrough
We are still waiting a confirmed date
for the LDF “Publication” consultation.
As with Stockton no doubt the housing
figures will have to be re-addressed to
take into account the revocation of the
Regional Spatial Strategy NE forecasts.
The only outstanding large scale
housing application awaiting a decision
this quarter is an application for 164
dwellings on greenfield land at Low
Gill, Marton, this is presently awaiting

a decision.
Middlesbrough Council has now
ratified their Open Space Needs
Assessment that admitted a shortfall of
open spaces of various types, but
offered very little alternative as most
available green spaces across the
Borough are rapidly being secured by
developers.
Bob Mullen
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Stockton
We are still waiting a confirmed date
for the LDF “Publication” consultation.
No doubt the housing figures will have
to be re-addressed to take into
account the revocation of the Regional
Spatial Strategy NE forecasts.
The planning committee has
recently addressed a number of largescale housing applications. Of note is
the approval of the Green Lane
application (370 houses) and the
refusal of the Mount Leven retirement
dwellings (350 houses). After this
refusal the developer resubmitted his
application with minor changes (very
minor) and the planning committee
then approved the application. In a
similar situation an application for
Urlay Nook (159 houses) was refused
but the developer, rather than go for
an appeal, has recently resubmitted
the application with a few minor
changes.

Outstanding applications include
the Ingleby Barwick, Low Lane Free
School and 350 houses on green wedge
land. This is pending the outcome of an
Inspector’s Inquiry being referred to
the Secretary of State for a decision,
the decision is anticipated before 31st
October 2013. There is an application
in Wynyard for 780 houses plus 220
retirement dwellings still under
consideration by the planning officers.
A further application for 650 dwellings,
shops and a primary school as an
extension to Wynyard Village is also
under consideration.
An application for 55 houses in
Thornaby was refused on a planning
officer delegated decision. This
application involved green wedge land
and intruded into the Tees Heritage
Park boundaries.
Bob Mullen

Hartlepool
The suspended LDF Examination in
Public is due to resume on 24th
September to review Hartlepool
Council’s changes to their earlier
submission. Information on the
sessions is available on the
www.hartlepool.gov.uk website under
Local Plan hearing downloads.
To illustrate the difference
between the various household
projections before the revocation of
the RSS and the latest requirement
from the Inspector please see the
below figures for comparison :-



RSS forecast for Hartlepool = 395
houses per annum = 5925 houses
over 15 years.



Hartlepool Council 2012 LDF
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forecast = 320 houses per annum
= 4800 houses over 15 years



Latest DCLG forecast for Hartlepool
as recommend by the Inspector in
August 2013 = 229 houses per annum
= 3435 houses over 15 years.

The above comparative forecasts may
be helpful for other CPRE Branches to
challenge any unreasonable council
housing forecasts, possibly still based
on original RSS figures.
Yuill have yet to produce their
planning application for 2,500
dwellings in the South West Extension
adjacent to the Fens estate and to the
west of the A689.
Bob Mullen

Gypsies/Travellers—a planning
conundrum in Darlington
Darlington in County Durham has
reputedly the largest concentration of
Gypsies/Travellers in the UK.
Planning decisions made lately
involving Gypsy/Traveller applications
are causing concern to parishes and
creating a feeling that there is
inconsistency and a lack of balance.
A study of 2009 identified a
requirement for Gypsy/Traveller sites
across the Tees Valley up to 2021.
This study specified a need for 142
additional pitches in the Tees Valley
and that 97/98 would be needed in
Darlington. The study stated “There
has been little appetite amongst
other Tees Valley local authorities to
undertake this further work.” The
bulk of the site requirement was
allocated to Darlington Borough.
Darlington has borne the brunt.
These consultative documents
indicate that Darlington Borough is
bearing the brunt of the need to
satisfy traveller pitch demands. It
now seems that Hurworth Parish is
now bearing the brunt of the need to
supply traveller pitches for our
overburdened local planning
authorities.
This is a tricky situation that
requires considerable care to satisfy
the legitimate needs the Gypsy/
Traveller community, but ensure that
our rural villages and areas are not
unfairly targeted for blanket
applications for Traveller sites.
CPRE Darlington have produced
a recent spreadsheet as part of a
submission to Darlington Borough
Council’s Making & Growing Places
consultation that shows a remarkable

increase in the number of planning
applications in the Borough. A
number of these applications are
made by existing Darlington Gypsy/
Traveller residents with permanent
homes in the town.
A pattern is emerging of
planning applications being submitted
for decisions, the local authority
planners evaluating the applications
and in a number of cases deferring or
refusing permissions, these
applications are then appealed and
approved by the Planning
Inspectorate. Local residents are
expressing concern at this pattern
and consider that the local planning
authority decisions are not being
given due recognition on appeal.
There is a concern that gradually
these piecemeal applications will
swamp rural areas. There is a
perception that the Planning
Inspectorate only look at appeals on
an individual, one off, basis and do
not give sufficient weight to the
effect that these applications have on
a complete rural/village area. The
local planners consider that their
concerns for their larger borough
responsibility are not being
acknowledged.
Whilst we do not subscribe to
such comments we often hear that
“there is one law for the Gypsy
community and another for the
remaining parish/village residents”.
We have heard that this is also
prevalent in other parts of the
country.
Tony Winnett, CPRE Darlington
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BIRDWATCHING course from the
Natural History Society of
Northumbria
Thursdays 10.30am-12.30pm
Starting 10th October for 10 weeks
http://www.nhsn.ncl.ac.uk/activities-courses.php
Learn more about birdwatching and how to better identify
the birds you see. Keith Bowey, one of the region’s best
known ornithologists, leads this 10 week course to
introduce you to the birds of the North East and their
habitats, with a focus on County Durham. There will be 5
field trips including to Derwent Reservoir, Shibdon Pond and
the migration Mecca
of the South Shields
coast. Indoor classes
will take place at
Shakespeare Hall in
Durham city.
Cost £84 (Concessions
£68 includes over
60's).
To book your place call
0191 232 6386 or
nhsn@ncl.ac.uk

